Hazard Mitigation Quiz
4 Mar. 2021 KM7TMS
This is KM7TMS. Today, my topic is hazard mitigation basics. It could also be called Risk Management. It
could also be called a self-administered quiz. It could also be called your personal hazards prep. status
report.
I am going to ask you nine questions, and make a few comments. If possible, take a piece of paper and
record your answers. You, know, that sheet of paper, or computer device, that every good Ham
communicator should have near their radio. Don’t worry. Answers will be short. The quiz will be easy.
Well, as easy as hazards get. Most of the questions are simple yes or no's. No one should be nervous.
Because this is just a short on-air training, we will not have time to review your thought process, etc., as
fascinating as that might be. This training just makes some points, which I hope will be useful to
everyone.
1. Have you ever listed some of the hazards you face in your daily life? (remember it's yes or no)
2. Have you prioritized those hazard?
3. Do you have at least one emergency plan?
4. Have you attempted to prepare for some of those hazards?
5. Have you had to implement some of that preparation?
6. Have you consulted the Salt Lake County Hazard Mitigation Plan and the Salt Lake City section of
that plan as you did some of the above?
7. Did some of this Planning, Prep and Response involve others beyond just you?
8. Did you practice elements of your plan?
9. Did you practice elements of your plan with others?
Because the S.A.F.E. Neighborhoods Disaster Plan (SN) informs so much of what this trainer does, my
perfect quiz result was Yes 9 times. Prior to COVID KJ7ABC and I, delivered three PowerPoint
presentation of SN Training Program's Module 2 material called: SN Basics. If you are one of the few
here who had opportunity to attend one of those three presentations you get a; big that-a-boy. And, I
suggest you review in your mind that material, before the ShakeOut. The coming ShakeOut will
highlight an earthquake disaster, and I'm currently working with the club leaders to prepare part of your
ShakeOut activity. . As the coming 2021 ShakeOut gets closer I hope to have some additional net
training messages to prep you for our exercise. Already there have been a few subtle changes to the
Website www.slcarc.org. Take a look and see if you can see at least one of those changes.
This is KM7TMS. Are there any questions or comments about tonight's training? If so come now

